
NC Geospatial Data Archiving Project Phases (Oct. 2004-Sept. 2007)

•Review existing inventories of 
state, regional, and local agency 
data holdings

•Target data for acquisition, 
focusing on GIS vector data, 
digital orthophotography, digital 
maps, and georeferenced
tabular data

•Determine data acquisition 
frequency for continuously 
updated data layers such as 
land parcels and municipal 
boundaries

•Determine optimal data formats 
for preservation and develop 
plans for archiving unique 
spatial data formats

•Acquire state, local, and 
regional agency data as well as 
federal agency products of local 
scope

•Capture, process, and normalize 
existing FGDC metadata

•Use the Metadata Encoding and 
Transfer Standard (METS) to 
form preservation metadata 
records that include descriptive, 
administrative, and technical 
components

•Explore Open Geospatial 
Consortium specifications and  
technologies for potential use in 
automated identification and 
capture of data

•Ingest data into DSpace open 
source digital repository 
software for bit-level 
preservation

•Develop redundant archive, 
with offsite storage

•Implement format migration 
strategy for at-risk data 
resources

•Explore longer-term archival 
approaches with state, federal, 
and local partners

•Explore options for exposure 
of time-versioned and archived 
content through access and 
discovery tools

•Work within the 
NCOneMap framework of 
inventories, data sharing 
agreements, and 
technical best practices

•Explore state, local, and federal 
partnerships in developing 
strategies for digital preservation 
infrastructure development

•Advisory Committee 
formed from elements of NC 
Geographic Information 
Coordinating Council 
subcommittees

Data Acquisition Digital Repository 
Development

Data Selection and 
Identification

Partnership Building

Long-Term Risks to Geospatial Data

• Media Failure or Obsolescence - old or unreadable 
tapes

• Format Obsolescence - how long will formats persist as 
readable?

• Absence of Metadata - insufficient documentation to 
support use of the data

• Coding Standards - data layer names, field names, 
coding schemes

• Permanent Access Not Available - data distribution 
focuses on current copies

• Shift Towards Web Services-based Distribution - threat 
to formation of secondary archives (libraries, etc.)
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County Cadastral Layer Information On-Line
Geospatial Metadata Publication in North Carolina

The publication of data layer metadata by local agencies is on the rise. However, as the map graphic indicates, 
metadata does not yet readily exist statewide for one of the project’s primary acquisition targets: cadastral data. 
Metadata availability is even lower for other key data layers such as street centerlines. The NCOneMap Metadata 
Outreach Program, led by the NC Center for Geographic Information and Analysis, is working to expand the 
availability of metadata at the local level.

Going Beyond the Data Dump

Data obtained July 2005

Image obtained from Dspace Federation at dspace.org
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Integrating Data Producers and Consumers…Present and Future

Specialized 
Investigations

The digitization of 
specialized spatial 
analyses (such as 

this spatial 
compilation of 

gamma ray 
investigations 

between 1956 and  
1978) has become 

more common, 
creating the need 
for well-managed 

physical and digital 
archives.


